[Cellular reactions induced by chronic exposure to 14C beta-rays].
In V-79 cells the Effects of chronic exposure on induction of chromosome aberrations and abnormal metaphases as well as on efficiency of subsequent exposure to 2 Gy gamma-rays were investigated. It was found that chronic exposure increased the yield of chromosome aberrations as well as abnormal metaphases (spread-metaphases and apoptotic metaphases). In spite of the level of damages in cells, the chronic beta-exposure protected cells against the additional induction of chromosomal aberrations by subsequent exposure to higher acute dose of gamma-irradiation. Cytogenetic adaptive response was retained in the surviving progeny of irradiated cells which were cultured in free medium during 40, 70 days or one year after chronic exposure. At this time the level of residual chromosome aberrations, colony forming ability and distribution of the cells by the number of chromosomes were almost the same as in unirradiated cells. However, the high level of abnormal metaphases and half as much of cells in colony in the surviving progeny of irradiated cells in comparison with unirradiated cell, allow us to suggest that the chronic exposure induced the selection of adaptive forms in condition of the higher level of radiation.